SNMT GOVT GIRLS COLLEGE JHUNJHUNU

Report of activities done under EBSB (January 2020)

1. Name of club (Name of Institution)- SNMT GOVT GIRLS COLLEGE JHUNJHUNU

2. Email id- snmtgcjhn39131@gmail.com

3. Name of club coordinator (Teacher)- ANITA JEPH

4. Mobile no. of club coordinator (Teacher)- 9636255123

5. Name of club coordinator (Student)- SAPANA SAIN

6. Mobile no. of club coordinator (Student)- 9928908172

7. Activity-1:

(a) Name of Activity- PLEDGE IN ASSAMESE LANGUAGE

(b) Date: 22-12-2020

(c) Brief Description of Activity (in English)- PROGRAMME WAS CONDUCTED UNDER ‘THE EK BHARAT SHRESTH BHARAT’ PLEDGE IN ASSAMESE LANGUAGE. 50 NSS VOLUNTEER OF EBSB CLUB TOOK PLEDGE ON ASSAMESE LANGUAGE.

(d) Selected Photos (maximum 2 photos per activity)
Activity-2:
(a) Name of Activity- BIHU DANCE VEDEOS SHOWN
(b) Date: 22-01-2020
(c) Brief Description of Activity (in English)- BIHU FOLK DANCE OF ASSAM IS VERY FAMOUS IN INDIA. BIHU DANCE PERFORMANCE BY A YOUNG ASSAMESE GIRLS GROUPS SHOWN TO NSS VOLENTEER.
(d) Selected Photos (maximum 2 photos per activity)

Activity-3 ASSAMESE FOOD SHOWN
DATE-27-01-2020
IN THE PROGRAMME PRESENTATION DESCRIBED VARIOUS TYPE FOOD ITEMS TO BE EATEN IN ASSAM eg. GOOROR PAYAS, MOOSOR TENGA, RICE PAPAS, XUTULI PITH, KHOLAT DIA PUTHI MAACH.
Activity- 4

NAME-QUIZ COMPETITION

DATE-28-01-2020

BRIF DISCRIPTION- organized QUIZ COMPETION ON ASSAM STATE BY MRS ANITA JEPH, COORDINATOR OF NSS. IN WHICH ANITA KUMARI WAS THE FIRST AND KALPANA SHARMA WAS SECOND.